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Program Title A B C D E F G
20/20 78- T Hugh Downs at dinner, chicken yes, Hugh was handsome, but stern and too plain,
21 Jump Street 87-91 C at my cousins' house Cheesitz and while the boys of 21 were pretty
227 85-90 C at my cousins' house two huge Labradors and the ladies of 227 were powerful
24 03–10 A I just find this show hard to swallow and while Kiefer was both pretty and powerful
60 Minutes 68- T at dinner, spaghetti and while information is 'sexy,' sometimes,
A Different World 87-93 C,T alone at night Dad in Russia and college kids are vivacious
Absolutely Fabulous 92-05 T, A after school with first boyfriend and drugged up ladies supposedly give it all
Addams Family, The 64-66 C after school though boring and costumes play a role in mammal mating

87 C after kindergarten salami and cheese
and teddy bears are snugly

85-90 C
and cute, and bouncy, and innocent,

Airwolf 84-87 C with Laura with Grandma Al and helicopter pilots wear tight jeans
Alf 86-90 C and dumfounded fathers probably do jerk off

A — Original run on air of nearly every television show I've ever watched more than just one or two times: total 192
B — Viewed as child, teen, adult: C, T, A or ALL; though these distinctions break down with repetition and reruns
C — White main character or host including cartoon depictions: 141 total or 73%
D — Male main character including cartoon depictions: 143 or 74%
E — Acknowledged sexual attraction to any character at time of viewing: 46 total shows or 24%; sub-E — Notes
F — Acknowledged sexual / gender role model by any character at time of viewing: 10 total shows or 5%; sub-F — Notes
* — Connotes an animated series: 44 total; of which 24 or 12% are both non-male and non-white, of which category 16 are cartoons

Adventures of Teddy 
Ruxpin, The
Adventures of the Gummi 
Bears*

before school at the 
Larson's

I was jealous of their 
Fruit Loops



Program Title A B C D E F G
Alfred Hitchcok Presents 55-65 C at my cousins' house Cinnamon Life and suspense and accents are erotic
Alice 76-85 C with Laura with Grandma Al and truckers are alleged to like blow jobs, 
Alien Nation 89-90 C at my cousins' house chocolate ice cream and aliens “do it better”
All in the Family 71-79 C should have been funny but wasn't and the seventies were for swingers
Alvin and the Chipmunks* 83-90 C

and frustrated single fathers need release
America’s Most Wanted 88- C his son was murdered at dinner and crooks have cocks, too,
American Justice 92- T, A suited to inebriated states of all kinds and judges might be nude under the robes,
Andy Griffith Show, The 60-68 ALL Andy Griffith Andy Griffith Andy Griffith really had what it takes:
Animaniancs* 93-98 T after school toaster waffles the trouser fit, scalp shifting, “Aw shucks,”
Arrested Development 03–06 A Jason Bateman whenever possible his development arrested in just the right way
A-Team, The 83-87 C Dwight Schultz with Grandma Al

not merely retarded to macho machine-headedness
Bananaman* 83-86 C before dinner, in the dark, on a loop rug or to weirdly sexualized youth traits 
Batman 66-68 C Burt Ward Dad in China or to men who played boys on television

92-95 T after school
dressed in capes and cowls, cool as hell,

Beverly Hillbillies, The 62-71 C Max Baer Jr. or the way dumb hicks are all but babies
Beverly Hills 90210 90-00 T with Laura Jason Priestley or the way Priestley, with priestly restraint, 
Bewitched 64-72 C, T whenever possible

or Montgomery, with a Goddess’s touch,
Beyond 2000 85- C on the floor, riveted, before dinner (not unlike scientists changing our world)
Bosom Buddies 80-82 C or two men 'camping out' in their apartment
Brady Bunch, The 69-74 C Robert Reed whenever possible who, like the Brady boys and Brady Girls,
Care Bears, The* 85 C after kindergarten Dad in Russia only played real people on television.
Challenge of the Gobots* 84 C whenever and wherever possible Andy was Andy, goddammit, real not robotic
Chappelle’s Show 03–06 A respect and genius-envy
Charles in Charge 84-85 C repelled by all male characters because his moral compass was in charge,
Cheers 82-93 C Woody Harrelson at dinner, lasagna brought joy, kept friends, stole nothing
Coach 89-97 T feelings of loneliness except a chance to do and be better
Cold Case Files 99- T, A deep Lynchian sounds, late night, stoned in the name of justice, “Now wait just a minute,”

weekends while 
cleaning my room

even though I hated 
the Chipmunks

Batman: The Animated 
Series

the animation blew my 
mind

Elizabeth 
Montgomery

not racist even in the boon times of “Hey boy,”



Program Title A B C D E F G
COPS 88- C, T he'd say, “a man's innocent until proven guilty,”
Cosby Show, The 84-92 C Phylicia Rashād sexiness defined even despite cultivated expectations 
Count Duckula* 88-93 C before dinner, very cool show and myths and stereotypes about vampires
Critic, The* 94-95 T New Yorkers, uppity elites

96- A Steve Carell
faraway fagots and Freemasons,

Danger Bay 84-85 C snuggling on the couch before bed even Canadians, who capture effortlessly
Danger Mouse* 81-92 C in the dark before supper the things we think about Brits, too, who,
Darkwing Duck* 91-? C, T after school eat pancakes alone like poultry, are somehow less neurotic
Dennis the Menace 59-63 C contempt and inherently violent than Americans
Designing Women 86-93 C, T Dad in S. Korea with Grandma Al be we strong southern women
Dexter’s Laboratory* 96-03 T always felt somewhat let down or mad scientists taking over the world
Diff’rent Strokes 78-86 C at my cousins' house Dad in Japan or those from whom Mr. Willis saved 'them,'
Dirty Jobs 05- A Mike Rowe our filthy underbelly, underclass, vulnerable
Doogie Howser M.D 89-93 C envy Neil Patrick Harris who can, gosh, be cured by a white teenager,
Dream On 90-96 C in secret with friend Brian Benben who can always find something to ogle--
Duck Tales* 87-90 C mountains of gold--no matter what his fetish
Dukes of Hazzard, The 79-85 C with Grandma Al

no matter blond, brunette, buff, or burly,
Empty Nest 88-95 C had an uncle in FL with Grandma Al old and lonely, but still kicking, still dating
Eureeka’s Castle* 89-95 C after kindergarten Kix with 2% milk or young, so young,
Facts of Life, The 79-88 C where I learned what the KKK was they need to learn the facts of life, which,
Family Feud 76- C Ray Combs with Grandma Al like jumbo checks, are won by competing
Family Guy 99/ 05 A whenever possible or dismissed as artifacts of Andy's ol' worl'
Family Ties 82-89 C Michael Gross at dinner or kept buoyant badly by nuclear families
Flintstones, The* 60-66 C weekends while cleaning my room both now and in prehistory
Flipper 64-67 C Brian Kelly handsomest man both in the sunny shallow waters off Nantucket
Frasier 93-04 A John Mahoney Mom working late and in a tall tower in the shadow of Rainier
Fresh Prince of Bel-Air, The 90-96 T before dinner

or in some unlikely white house

Daily Show with John 
Stewart, The

Tom Wopat, John 
Schneider

a slippery charm, and 
discomforting vanity



Program Title A B C D E F G
Friends 94-04 T couldn't stand it but ubiquitous or in the Botoxed core of the Apple's red cheeks
Frontline 83- T, A suddenly the world crashes in off script or in prisons, brothels, ICUs, and killing fields
Futurama* 99-03 A or in happy endings strong enough for space.

85-86 C Would Andy have gone to war? 
89-92

Garfield and Friends* 88-94 C weekends Cuddly as he was? Friendly? Though if he did
Gargoyles* 94-97 T  it would have been near Reims, France, in WWII
Get Smart 65-70 C Don Adams at my cousins' house or as a spy because his sagacious mind
Gilligan’s Island 64-67 C, T with Laura after school would never strand him with idiots  
Golden Girls, The  85-92 ALL at dinner, and later, while stoned and his charms would have worked on anyone,
Good Morning America 75- C Charles Gibson before school even a waking nation, say, many generations
Good Times 74-79 C at my cousins' house of white people needing a man who blushes

81-83 C Mom's favorite show
if called a hero, or the greatest anything,

Green Acres 65-71 C Eddie Albert at my cousins' house like a real farmer who does his job feeding
Growing Pains 85-92 C Alan Thicke Kirk Cameron a nation so it can swell and burst,
Happy Days 74-84 C, T Anson Williams only to fake an innocent past decades later
Head of the Class 86-91 C mild annoyance and invent upward mobility myths that leave us
Heathcliff* 84-87 C weekends like so many Catherines clawing at icy windows, 

83-84 C after kindergarten
masters of nothing, least our own thoughts,

Highway To Heaven 84-89 C a sad goodness Mom's favorite show or ultimate destinies
Home Improvement 91-99 T embarrassment Dad's favorite show or domestic duties, or, hell, Detroit for that matter,
Honeymooners, The 55-56 C with Laura after school or dualistic gender divides
I Dream of Jeannie 65-70 C interest in our nation's space program
I Love Lucy 51-57 C with Laura after school like madcap, latently violent marriages
In Living Color 90-94 T alone at night smoking stolen cigarettes to people of our own respective skin colors.
Inspector Gadget* 83-86 C before dinner inspect her gadget Although a single father, too, Andy knew

05- A Dad retired
how to keep the rays of decency on his son

Jeffersons, The 75-85 C at my cousins' house late winter sun at a fishing hole (the set called “Forty Acres”)

G.I. Joe: A Real American 
Hero*

whenever and 
wherever possible

I always wanted the 
aircraft carrier

Greatest American Hero, 
The

very evidently just a 
man in a costume

He-Man: And the Masters 
of the Universe*

had Panthor but not 
the castle

or dreams of any pretty little thing, mysterious

It’s Always Sunny in 
Philadelphia



Program Title A B C D E F G
Jem* 85-88 C even without the drooling quest for stardom
Jeopardy 64- ALL at dinner or competitions pitting fittest against fittest
Jetsons, The* 62-63 C my favorite show to watch before school for a future so unreal it's staged in the clouds
Judging Amy 99-05 A Dan Futterman
Kids in the Hall, The 88-94 ALL at my cousins' house or complex laughs,
Kids Incorporated 84-94 C I wanted to be them Unknown for although Opie didn't want to be a star, Ronny,
Lassie 54-73 C Hugh Reilly Mom in the yard like Lassie, was put on the assembly line young
Laverne & Shirley 76-83 C, T after school with Laura like bottles of beer going “1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8...”
Law & Order 90- A Sam Waterston stoned, part of habit over and over and over and over again all night
Leave It to Beaver 57-63 C, T Tony Dow Tony Dow chewing at your sense of rightness, wrongness, 
Little House on the Prairie 74-83 C, T Michael Landon

rectitude, which, compared to our forefathers,
Lost in Space 65-68 C Johathan Harris at my cousins' house makes us seem shipwrecked on a barren sound
M*A*S*H 72-83 ALL whenever possible

stage that could (be) bloody reality, or not--
MacGyver 85-92 C with Grandma Al if only someone could solve the riddle,
Mad About You 92-99 T, A with Laura if not with cold cunning, then warm nesting,
MADtv 95- T, A or irony and irreverence and now to commercial.
Magnum, P.I 80-88 C, T Tom Selleck with Grandma Al
Malcom in the Middle 00-06 A Bryan Cranston the newest daft dad always getting himself into and out of fixes
Mama’s family 83-84 C, T Ken Berry domineering mother with an overbearing elder witness near by,

59-63 C Dwayne Hickman at my cousins' house
set in a pleasant climate, tight pants,

Melrose Place 92-99 T bewildering, loathsome, cringe-inducing the lighting just right, and the breezes,
Mork & Mindy 78-82 C with Laura after school and a sense of transplantation
Mr. Wizard 83-90 C Donald Herbert chest hair at collar and transfixing transubstantiation
Muppet Babies* 84-90 C weekends while cleaning my room like baby animals who can speak clear
Muppet Show, The 76-81 C snuggling at night to the best show ever as ventriloquized
Murder She Wrote 84-96 C comfort Mom's favorite show personae for mass-market mystery thrillers
Murphy Brown 88-98 C, T Grant Shaud at dinner mass-market messaging to power gals

with morality reduced to easy tears, moralism,

Linwood Boomer, 
Matt Laborteaux

Christopher 
Williams, Larry 
Linville 

Perhaps Andy would have liked Magnum,

Many Loves of Dobie Gillis, 
The  



Program Title A B C D E F G
My Little Pony* 86-87 C weekends scented manes whose daughters should still drink pink,

89-96 T
whose boys should still call the revisions,

Mystery! 80- C Mr. Edward Gorey Mom's favorite show or own the manor houses, own the deeds,
Nature 82- ALL as if it were their right and destiny

88-91 C after kindergarten
to get all the honey, if they work for it,

55-96 C with Laura after school
like child song-n-dancers who go on to rule us

NewsRadio 95-99 A with Laura Marlboro Light 100s and be mourned by us
Northern Exposure 90-95 T with Laura with Grandma Al even in the farthest reaches of Alaska like
NOVA 74- ALL and pledge drives and pledge drives outer space, outer limits,
NYPD Blue 93-05 A Rick Schroder or in the lowest crack dens,
Office, The 05- A Mom retired or the lowest rungs,
Paddington Bear 75-79 C after kindergarten loneliness or in the rainiest, coldest cities,
Pee-wee’s Playhouse 86-90 C at my cousins' house Grown-man-weirdos who talk to chairs,
Perfect Strangers 86-93 C non-threatening immigrants
Pink Panther, The* 69-78 C at my cousins' house Better Made chips who are best to stay silent as cats
Pinwheel* 79-90 after school with Laura as children agog at colorful television
Press Your Luck 83-86 C Peter Tomarken Tareyton 100s or bopped on the head like whammy monkeys
Price Is Right, The 72- ALL with Laura with Grandma Al all to win some baubles, boating supplies,
Punky Brewster 84-86 C with Laura after school to express our uniqueness with hair color
Pyramid ($20,000) 73-04 C with Laura with Grandma Al or cash, baby, cash, to buy stock options
Raccoons, The* 85-92 C with Laura after school in factories only intrepid racoons can save us from
ReBoot 94-01 T after school, mind-blowing animation until our digital avatars are ready for us.
Reno 911! 03- A Robert Ben Garant Sheriff Andy, what do you think of the Reno PD?

59-73 C with Laura after school
“Good old fun like that Rocky and Bullwinkle,”

Roseanne 88-97 ALL Michael O’Keefe all the time because he had a worker's sense of humor
Rugrats* 91-04 C after school Vernors and a baby's smile and over-sized ears
Sanford and Son 72-77 C, T with Laura after school with no rusting plots left collecting in the yard

Mystery Science Theater 
3000

watched as a family 
one Thanksgiving

it was never as funny 
as that first time

New Adventures of Winnie 
the Pooh*

fried baloney and sour 
pickles

New Mickey Mouse Club, 
The

Rocky and Bullwinkle Show, 
The*



Program Title A B C D E F G
Saturday Night Live 75- ALL with no weekdays, workdays, memory or clouds
Saved by the Bell 89-93 C Mark-Paul Gosselaar

no people or places needing digesting
72-74 C before school

and no questions that can't be answered
Sesame Street 69- C after kindergarten Mom at night college as simple as ABC, by men in costumes,
Shield, The 02- A of all kinds, sometimes with badges and guns,
Silver Spoons 82-87 C Rick Schroder envy in all income brackets

76? C after kindergarten
in the land of chalk drawn white stick men

Simpsons, The* 89- T, A whenever possible Dad in China that tell us more about life, somehow than life,
Smurfs, The* 76-89 C weekends about socialism,
Snorks, The* 84-88 C weekends colors like flavors the frontiers of comfortable undersea living
South Park* 97- T, A Dad somewhere on business for weeks the ratty frontiers of free speech
Stangers with Candy 99-00 T, A Mom working 14 hour days at tax season or humor
Star Trek 66-69 C, T or final frontiers

87-94 C, T Patrick Stewart
or even more final final frontiers

Super Friends* 73-86 C at my cousins' house soon to include super powers
Tale Spin* 90-94 C, T before school at the Larson's we will not be able to control and will not save us,
Tales from the Dark Side 83-88 C at my cousins' house lights off, terrifying and will make nightmares come true
Talk Soup 02- T at my cousins' house early afternoon so that we can chat about them
That 70’s Show 98-06 A on the hoods of cars in fake perfect suburbs
The Love Boat 77-86 C with Grandma Al? and on all-inclusive cruise vacations
The Monkees 66-68 C with Laura, wished one was attractive that feature shill bands
This Old House 79- ALL Kevin O’Conner who make it rich and live in the North East
Three’s Company 77-84 C you could rely on it Grandma's dentures in ambiguous and secretive sexual relations
Tick, The* 94-97 T at my cousins' house like brothers that must be plucked from tender flesh
Today’s Special 81-87 C after kindergarten of manikin husbands whose wives love them
Transformers* 84-87 C whenever and wherever possible because they can someday hope to manipulate
Twilight Zone, The 59-64 C at my cousins' house corduroy couches their darkest hidden fears of dying alone

I thought, “So this is 
how it will be.”

Scooby-Doo, Where are 
you!*

Simon in the Land of Chalk 
Drawings 

Star Trek: The Next 
Generation

at midnight stoned on 
school nights



Program Title A B C D E F G
Unsolved Mysteries 87-02 C after dinner and other unidentified flying objects
Voltron* 80’s? C at friends' houses? envied toys linking one to another to make still larger ones
Waltons, The 72-81 C, T Mom's favorite show Unknown like perfect extended families in nice valleys
West Wing, The 99-06 A disbelief or a whole nation watching itself cry and die
What’s Happening! 76-79 C at my cousins' house dog ate straight razor
Wheel of Fortune, The 75-91 C with Laura with Grandma Al on this wheel of fortune, (with the hot chick)
Who’s the Boss? 84-92 C with Laura Tony Danza
Will & Grace 98-06 A terrible, mind-destorying show
WKRP Cincinnati 78-82 C Gary Sandy but maybe if we listen to talk radio
Wonder Years, The 88-93 C I practiced kissing on my forearm at night that harkens harkens harkens back boyishly
Woody the Woodpecker* 57-58 C least favorite show

with rushes of cringe-inducing guffaws
Wuzzles, The* 85 C with Laura like animals that cannot be real, must not be,
X-Files, The 93-02 T was never as good as Unsolved Mysteries even in the weirdest worlds, here and other,
Yogi Bear* 61 C weekends even in golden national parks with show bison

79-90 C Alasdair Gillis after school with Laura
where we watch Andy on TV in A/C'd trailers

Young Ones, The 82-94 C at my cousins' house
Zorro 57-59 C Guy Williams with Grandma Al? the good guy, or I them, and ride away laughing?

Whistling that tell-tale theme song, lips pursed.

Andy Griffith was a very special man. 
Some even say he had what it takes.

asking, yes, what is happening?

who is the boss? (that handsome man?)
will and grace? (not both on Nietzsche's watch)

Dad transferred, 
moved to suburbs

You Can’t Do That On 
Television 

wondering, Will wild youth cut me?


